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I. INTRODUCTION

‘'Total Management Information System” is becoming a popular phrase 

in data processing and management areas. The data processing people see a 

vast new area to expand their new system concepts. Management reaction varies 

fro® wild enthusiasm to utter antipathy, often colored by a fear of manage

rial unemployment. Megabuck price tags make skeptic» of the optimistic, 

and the problems of building a useful system tax the imagination of the beet 

system planners. Can we then ignore the total management information system 

and wait another decade until we further analyse and perfect the concepts’

No. For some time, business publications have reported business aspirations 

and activities implementing new data processing applications that are called 

total systeirs. One publication tells how Pittsburgh Steel Company and IBM 

ere

...activating an electronic data processing system known as “total
s y s t e m  concept.” The aim of TSC is to handle every number in the 
company except the address on the letterheads. 1

The objective of such a system is to integrate the existing data processing 

activities which have been operating independently in such areas as billing, 

payroll, inventory control, labor distribution, production planning, etc.

The consolidation of the independent operations will improve customer 

service, halt the growth of the clerical force, lower costs and improve 

profits, and will provide the time and the tools for planning end imple

menting further operational improvements.

l"A Steel Company's Bate with a Data Machine," Business Reek.
Hay 4, 1963, p. 142. ---  --- -----
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Th«? purpose of this paper is to show the advantages of integrating 

the firm's isolated data processing applications into a total system. This 

encompasses the sharing ©£ a common data base and may or may not tacsao sharing 

the ear» computer.

Proven applications of the computer in the operational environment 

of business are described in Chapter II. The labor saving improvements as 

«ell as the improved and more timely flow of information to management are 

outlined, the type and use of management Information which Is vital for 

good business decisions is emphasized.

Chapter III outlines the scope of a total management information 

system find describes how five large firms have attempted to implement such 

s system. , The case studies not only describe the firms’ systems but tell 

her? the system helped to integrate operations and improved the quality and 

timeliness of information for management decision making.

A short critique is given for each case pointing out hew each system 

is related to the total system concept. The predominant factor that must 

be accounted for in case studies related to a total system concept is that 

firms are just now installing the new generation of computers which permit 

implementing the total management information system as described in this 

paper. Some of these firm have already ordered this new equipment to up

grade their systems.

Any undertaking that implies the expenditure of large quantities of 
time and money naturally has opposing views. Most of the controversy on im

plementing a total system is on methodology; however, a few voices are heard 

opposing the concept of the total system. Chapter I? presents the views of 

une of the most outspoken ©panants of the total system and shows hew the im

proving techniques and equipment have forced him to continually modify hie

criticism.
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Chapter V presents the conclusion to managements' efforts to inte

grate individual data processing efforts into a total system concept. The 

proven success by seme firms and the vigorous efforts of others dictate 

that competitors must keep their eye on the improving technology and equip

ment and must make preliminary studies now on how they can benefit and 

implement a total management information system.

Before further discussion on the why, how, and examples of a total 

management information system, perhaps a full definition and description of 

the meaning of such a system are in order. The increased use of computers 

in the business world has done very little to alleviate the confusion in 

the use of terms that described computer operations. It has been the practice 

of technical writers in this field to ignore this problem and assume that 

their readers would have a common understanding of technical terns simply 

by being exposed constantly to their use. this has resulted In term defini

tion based upon the use in a specific article. Because there is a lack of 

agreement on an acceptable definition for the term "total system,’ it appears 

that the use of the term 'total management Information system** needs some 

explanation. Simply stated, a "total management information system" is a 

real-time computer-based system that Integrates the normal data processing 

functions under control of a master monitor, controls processes end activi

ties, shares data files, and supplies management with information to plan, 

control and report company activities. A more specific definition is possi

ble only when it applies to a specific application at a definite time. The 

advance of technology will constantly change the system capabilities and, 

therefore, the specific interpretation will change.

ïne stated définition of a total management information system dif

fers from seme articles recently published on a total system concept.



The total system concept came about several years ago in view of 
the complexity of business systems. Simply interpreted,, it calls 
for an overall study of alt systems In a company before making 
m j o r  revisions in any ctte system. 2

Hie goal of this maaageaeat effort and Investment of funds is often 
called the “total systems concept. ' 1 This is nothing less than the 
complete monitoring of the business enterprise by a computer or a 
group of interconnected computers : the automatic control by machine 
of Inventories» production scheduling, shipping, accounting, and 
all other operations that can be reduced to mathematical représenta» 
tie>n$ and the limiting of human control to such function» as setting 
over-all objectives and reacting to such total unexpected situations as 
earthquakes or war*.•

These two statements appear to oppose a m  another at the extremes of 

the definition. The first implies a system concept is merely another phase 

for a system study while the second indicates that a computer system is able 

to think and handle almost every situation. The answer for today's defini

tion would appear to fell somewhere between these two explanations. Experi

ence to date suggests that computers do not have anything like a comparative 

advantage in efficiency over humans in the area of heuristic problem solving 

that they have in arithmetic and scientific computing. For this reason, 

coupled with the high cost a£ programming a computer for every conceivable

variable in a dynamic business world, the human must remain the constant 

monitor over any computerized- system in the foreseeable future. For this 

reason, the ’’total system" as used in this paper will imply a programing 

system that operates a computer under defined procedures to achieve some 

stated goal or purpose. It is not proposed as a system to replace manage* 

pjent; rather, it is proposed as a new management tool.

Somc recently published articles chat appear to agree with the con

cept of a total system as outlined above include;

2John U . Field, "A flew Brand of Bata Processing Manager - Part II,M j&3Bg£g£f-Jg & i& S a  Sxssgmim* S«ptee&er 1964, p . 4 9 .
-'Herbert W. Klein, "Tire Office Management's Billion Dollar System,’* 

gaSLjL-d&yiaw And Modern Industry. September 1964, p. 134A.
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Basically, in an integrated system, transactions occur, arc re
corded, comnunicated and stored largely through the use of electronic 
devices, Managers consider facts reported to theta as outputs of the 
system, consult company policy,, stake decisions, transmit these deci
sions to others, who, in turn, use this information as a basis for 
further decision asking»*

By the total system concept, I mesa "Integrated corporate in
telligence systems designed to portait management by exception, based 
on timely information, randomly available, and guided by rigorously 
determined relationships and decision rules. " * * 5

‘̂Arthur H, Pike, "Total Systems Approach to Business Management 
3&&&L£gaSaai (Detroit; American uata Processing, Inc., 1962), p. 60,

Saoger Christten, ' XUe Total System Concept, from a talk delivered 
before the 14th Annual International System Meeting, October 3-11, 1951
Cleveland, Ohio, p. 8.



Iî. BFFOEKATION AMD THS COHPVTER

The steady growth in size and complexity of present-day industrial 

concerns has resulted free their struggle to keep pace with the ever expand- 

log economy. In the past decade alone, the 500 largest industrial corpora

tions in the United States have: increased employisest b y  33% t from 7. 35 

million to 10.46 million people; more than doubled net assets, from $103 

billion to $224 billion; and increased dollar sales from $137 billion to 

$265 billion. In 1964, 55 corporations reported sales over one billion 

dollars per year; only 21 firms had yearly sales of more than one billion 

dollars in 1954. Twenty-seven fires® had net earnings over 100 million 

dollars last year; only 12 reported not earnings that high in 1954.4

The growing complexity of the modern industrial concern testifies 

to a diligent use of specialization as an answer to the rapidly expanding 

industrial empires. While spécialisation increases the power that can be 

applied to problems, at the same time it tends to splinter authority, thereby 

•.'•"‘ü.ïening the firm’s ability to adapt to a changing environment and seize 

profitable opportunities. A better-informed management is required to wing 

the pendulum of authority back to management.

Information is a kesie ingredient for «uagoaeot decision-making. As 
the situations in which decisions oust be wide bee .hoc core complex, the need 

and timeliness of information increases correspondingly. The difficulties 6

6"The Fortune Directory of the 509 Largest U.S. Industrial Corpora-
fîf**®’ So* 1 (Jl̂ y. 1965), pp. 145-168. Ibid., Supplement,
LIT, Ho. 1 (July, 1955), pp. 1-12.

6
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in communicating the seeded istfoxmtion result from the interaction of a 

number a t forces influencing interpretation as the needed information 

passes through the chain of comma» ?. Hie cooMuaieetocs find tlwmeelvee in 

dissimilar position.® regarding language, technology, experience and aspect® 

of the problem, and holding to Inherent bias produced by specialised train

ing. With the increase in the amount e£ information which might be relevant 

to a. decision, the procès® of obtaining, examining» and resolving the lnloroa* 

tion required for the decision become* a very large task. Relating this to 

the increasing aise of the corporation, encompassing more end more inter- 

relationsltips, the need in each case to provide the decieimmsikftt with 

additional information under even more difficult conditio*» becomes greater 

also,7

t o o  often, information, like air, is taken for granted and is assumed 

to have no monetary value. As a result, many company libraries or information 

centers are maintained with am eye toward minimum cost, and no tangible return 

is expected frexa such an activity. Even where the value of information is ac

knowledged , the difficulty of measuring this value often results in reluctance 

to investigate and adopt method® and procedures which could improve communica

tion®.

As s commodity, Information has two characteristics---relevance and 

timeliness — which can give if monetary value. To the extent that it is rele

vant, information provides useful answers to specific questions, or supplies 

data to selected individuala; to the extent that it is timely, Information is 

available at the time it is needed or to usable. If either of these charac

teristics is fairs inn, information is useless,$ * 8

? V m l a * 'Ugby, Ç^çptlatÿal foundation of Business Rseearch (Hew 
lork.; John Wiley & Sons, 1965), pp. 52-53.

8
B. c. Vickery, Or J atriavaj System Theory (Washington: Butterworth, 

Inc., 1565), pp. 154-155.
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Obtaining relevant Information presupposes that such information 

exists. However, the very absence of information on a particular subject 

can often be relevant, provided this absence can be established with a 

reasonable degree of certainty. Thus, while it m y  be important and valu

able to knot? that a certain material has recently been developed and that 

this material has characteristics X, Y end Y which make It the test avail

able material for a given production program, it is also important to know 

that the technical literature contains no mention of work leading to device 

ABC. In either case, action# taken on the basis cf such information can be 

translated into monetary terns, provided that the information is received in 

time to bo of use. It follow», therefore, that the methods and mechanism 

which can be utilised to provide such information are worthy of study, and 

that such study can he justified.

In recent years, the demand for information, coupled with the drive 

for greater operating efficiency, hag simultaneously created the need for 

effective use of high-speed computers t o  assist corporate operation#. This 

increased utilisation of computers is verified h r the total dollar value of 

computers installed. It has increased from 1.3 billion dollars in January, 

1951, to 5.3 billion dollars in January, 1954.9

The business use of computers to  d a te  lia is in four separate areas. 

Computers are used: (a) for routine data processing, e.g., the preparation 

of payrolls, maintenance of inventory lists and recording of stock status;

(o) in process control, e.g., the numerical control of machine tools, and 

control of a chemical process operation; <c) as information system, e.g., 

for the storage and retrieval of information similar to a library function;

'Gilbert Burch, "'The 1 Assault' on Fortress IBH,” Fortune, LXIX. No. 6 
(May, 1964) , p. 153.
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and (d) for simulation purposes, e.g., mathematical representation of rela

tionships between or among concepts which permit a study of the relationships.

The first business application for computers was routine data process

ing. This involved the simple conversion of an electronic-mechanical proce

dure to a full electronic operation. The process was much faster, required

less manual intervention, and permitted a considerable reduction in the volume 

of record storage.

The application of computers in process control areas is frequently 

referred to as automation. This Identification has led to considerable con

fusion and unwarranted antagonism toward computers. Although the computer 

has materially contributed to automation, it is only a small part of the over

all pregram. Numerically-controlled machine tools and limited process control 

were in operation before the computer was applied to these fields. The com

puter merely optimized the operation.

The computer as an information system, able to store and retrieve 

data, is not a now concept brought on with the advent of computers alone.

Such systems were available in limited concept with a punched card system 

long before computers were designed. The computer, with its tremendous speed, 

compact data storage and stored logic, did revolutionize this field, however.

In the past five years, information system requirements have been among the 

predominate factors in equipment design. The impetus has been on getting in

formation in and out of the machine faster and in a more presentable canner.

The use of computers for simulation and model building probably holds 

greater potential for computers than any other use. This is not because there 

are that many problems to solve; rather, it is because computer simulation in

creases the requirements for the other computer functions of data processing
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10t&6i>y, p. 109.

mid data storage. This field is also stimulated by man's effort to employ 

computers for heuristic problem solving.

One of the most effective methods that has been developed for study
ing relationships within a conceptual scheme is the use of a technique 
that will in s o w  w y  represent or depict the relationships and specif- 
tcally f tîi6 £oz&i %AiAch thsy Such i\ tcdinl^us $.$ ths isodc 1 , a
familiar and ueH-known tool of science. It has proven extremely help
ful in studying and analyzing both ideas and empirical observations.*5

The art of simulation is to first develop a model of the real world 

with which one wants to deal and then feed into the model appropriate data.

The general business simulation is designed to allow management to test the 

long-range effects of different courses of action before deciding which course 

to follow, simulations have one thing in common. The critical parts of sors 

real processes have been reduced' to symbols, and the symbols have been used 

to imitate the way these parts behave.

The technique of computer simulation of complex processes and business 

operations probably represents one of the most significant developments in 

business and social science research. As an example of its usa, one of the 

most important questions management faces is that of selecting capital in

vestments. There is usually agreement in the type of information that should 

be considered to clarify the key differences among various alternatives. The 

primary problem is that the input variables relating to markets, prices, costs, 

etc., are estimat.es. This has all too often resulted in unsatisfactory results 

since management has had no feel for the accuracy of the input data. A solu

tion to this problem has been found with computer program models that develop 

clear portrayals of the uncertainty and risks surrounding alternate investments. 

Such programs can produce valuable information about the sensitivity o f the 

possible outcome to the variability of Input factors and to the likelihood
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of achieving various possible rates of return. To have available the cal

culations of the odds on all possible outcomes tends eosae assurance to the 

decision-miter that input Information, variable though it may be, has been 

used with maximum efficiency.

The integration of a firm’s date processing activities within one 

system which includes the routine data processing, process control, informa

tion system end simulation will significantly simplify management’s task 

and holds the key to further growth.

Management and the information system within which they must operate 
are inseparably interdependent. The accelerating pace of technological 
advancement and the anticipated accompanying shorter product life-span, 
together with the increasing rapidity of changes in marketing climates, 
means that management reaction time to change in all areas m a t  be speeded 
to the greatest degree possible. Consequently, we must recognise that 
management cannot continue to rely upon existing reporting cycles nor can 
they continue to place their dependence on historical information. Rather, 
management must have immediate access to the effect of changing conditions 
on their present management climate as well as a means of determining the 
effect of current conditions on planning strategy.

The problem facing management today is not what actions should be 
taken to meet present conditions, for these actions should have been taken 
yesterday; rather, the problem is what action must they take today to meet 
future conditions and to insure corporate survival,^

One of today’s most challenging problems for our giant industrial firms 

is to develop a total management information system. The initial cost for the 

system may be high, and the experience frustrating, but the reward will be 

gratifying. Hie simple objectives of such a system are better customer serv

ice, better cost performance, and better quality products; the aim of every 

fir® in our free enterprise system.

^Norman J. Ream, 1‘On-Line Management Information,” Datamation. X. 
No. 1 (March, 19S4), pp. 27-23. -------



H I .  THE SCOPE OF A TOTAL MAHAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

Total management Information system, denoted cs an operation of im

mense scope embracing all business and manufacturing aspects of a company, 

until recently has been tittle more than a concept. Nos? the idea is becom

ing reality as the advancing technology and cost/performance ratio makes such 

systems more feasible.

A typical system, vhlch will be an integration of all subsystems, will 

include continuously updated central data files which will contain and make 

instantly available to all management that information needed for the most ad

vantageous day-to-day control of the business. Files will be fed by two-way 

data transmission units, capable of receiving information from the plants and 

field sales offices and entering that information directly into on-line, real- 

time computer systems which will evaluate the incoming data, flash instruc

tions back to the originating source, flash comments or warnings appropriate 

to control management, and update the master files. 12

Mathematical models will be used to forecast future sales to determine 

production equipment required to satisfy the need and to schedule when and how 

often specific production runs should be made.

In accounting, the system will pinpoint profit contribution by item, 

by sales area, by customer, by plant— even by individual production machines.

In the plant, assembly lines and even individual machines will be un

der on-line, closed-loop computer control.

12"Total System in the Hill,” business Automation. XII, No. 7 
(July, 1965), pp. 24-29.

12
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A totally integrated computer-based information system will provide 

corporate management (which determines the direction of the company and acts 

overall goals) the necessary performance reports to guide the business in the 

most profitable course. The system will provide operating management (which 

ie responsible for establishing objectives needed to carry out the corporate 

alms and for setting up schedules to accomplish those objectives) the per

formance reports it needs on & real-time basis to capitalise cm opportunity 

or avoid trouble buildups before they become serious. What will be provided 

is dynamic information that can be used immediately, not after the accumula

tion of manually-prepared historical facts. Progress, or the lack of it, will 

be continually measured against objectives, and primarily on an exception basis 

to keep from overloading personnel with paper work.
Contact with the market place is a vital aspect of any business. A 

real-time information system requires better communications than most firms 

now provide. Information about the customers1 constantly shifting require

ments and desires are vital for the firm's plane. This information must flow 

from management out to production centers, frua sales force to research, fro® 

product planning to management, from production unit to production unit. One

way cosaaunlcation is not enough; there mist be continuous feedback of Informa

tion, attitudes, complainte, satisfactions, and suggestions. It is precisely 

this CMBpeay-wJ.de, marketing-centered communication# flow that the total in

formation system ie designed to complement.

The direct input of orders into the computer will let sales people 

know immediately whether or not orders con be filled from inventory, whether

"Adrian H. McDonough, Information Economies and Management Système 
(Hew York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1963), pp. 144-145.



they will have to be entered into production, or if parts of the orders will 

be available soon from In-process inventorias. Later on, if the situation 

changes or the customer is pressing for shipment details, the salesman will 

be able to inquire into the particular status of the order and find out ex

actly where it stands in production or inventory.

The salesman will be able to make M s  Inquiry, via telephone, directly 

into the computer's memory and will get his answer free a computer-controlled 

audio response unit. The vital information will be obtained within seconds 

end no Intermediate request must be made.

Marketing management will have random access to the computer's master 

sales analysis and forecasting files, and will receive, in addition, regular 

reports measuring market performance and potential by sales area, pinpointing 

the most profitable linos and grade structures and analysing profitability by 

geographic location, customer, salesman and Item. Fast, reliable data will 

make for better long- and short-range forecasts and for more efficient ad

vertising and promotten.

Ths aystea will provide a complete shipping schedule and print the 

bills of lading, invoices, accounts receivable and other various data stor

age updated for statistical and analytical purposes. Item withdrawal fro® 

stock inventory and material withdrawals from stores inventory wilt be con

tinually adjusted to reflect current status. These files, in turn, will ac

tivate the purchasing subsystem which monitors all requisitioning and purchase 

order writing operations. Accounts payable will receive Its data from the 

purchasing subsystem.

All along the line the system will flag the attention of both operat

ing sad corporate management to the exception situation? and, of course, the

U
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system will provide all needed performance and control reports on a periodic 

basis. Report production will be held t o  a minimum because of the opportunity 

management will have te inquire directly Into the continuously updated master 

information files for current data on any given situation.

A typical total management information system as outlined above is a 

real-time operating model. It is dynamic in operation by virtue of the "ex

ception portholes'1 that are designed into the model. A program system can be 

designed to handle any anticipated variations without human intervention. The 

unanticipated events are referred by the system to a monitor station for clari

fication, further instructions, or for action by socaaeao else. It is not an

ticipated that there will ever be e true "thinking machine.“ Therefore, any 

dynamic system model rust make provisions for the unexpected with “exception 

porthole" monitor stations.

Although the introduction of computers to the business world is 

rather recent, their use In a variety of applications to aid management 

is extensively used by moot of industry. Many companies are using computers 

to centrally store and process data in m  effort to eliminate duplication 

end streamline the organization. Since no one yet knows to what extent the 

computer can be utilized, each company believes its latest computer appli

cation is the ultimate in efficiency and invariably will call their appli

cation & '’total system." Periodicals for industry groups frequently carry 

reports of some new computer applications. The five case studies that 

follow are typical of this type article. All five companies think that 

their application is a total system, although tltey still foresee further 

applications.

The types of applications employed by the five companies described

In this chapter closely parallel the "Total Management Information System"'
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described in this paper. The point cf significant divergence appears in 

the on-line, seal-time capabilities. An on-line, real-time system combines 

two kinds of activities. One, an on-line system receive# information about 

current activities as soon as it occurs. Second, a real-time system is 

cne in «fetch an answer to a continuing problem for a particular set of 

input values is ovallabia while those values are still usable.

Until very recently the commercial computer hardware limitations 

prohibited an on-line, real-time system application except for a narrowly 

restricted application unless unlimited money resources were available.

Early, limited system applications which were extremely expensive included 

the Air Force SAGE system and American Airlines SABRE system. The design 

and assembly of these two systems highlighted the shortcomings of cossaereial 

computers for a total system application. Equipment manufacturer g have 

recently made available a nee generation of computers that have been designed 

for the on-line, real-time application. The most significant of the now 

features is the Increase of 40 times in the core storage work area and a 

similar improvement in the versatility of the input-output capability.

These equipment improvements have cade possible the "Total Management 

Information System.'

Considerable detail and history have been included in the case 

studies teat follow to illustrate the evolution of computer technology.

A simple description of the individual system would imply that these 

pioneer companies are satisfied with their systems, o w n  though signifi

es»*: shortcomings are obvious. Hie opposite is true. Each company is con

tinually upgrading their system as new technology and equipment are avail

able. This evolutionary approach permits an orderly growth of technical
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capabilities while steadily improving the cost/perforaance ratio. The defi

ciencies in the case study system which should be noted in the cage readings 

include:

Canadjac Pacific Railway Cogaaatw.— This system is an 

integration of many subsystems; h -trover» it is under manuel rather than pro

gram monitor control and processing is by batch rather than real-time. It 

should be pointed out that for the equipment and the state-of-the-art that 

were available in the time period involved (through 1961), the system is an 

advanced total system.

hone^roJ_LJlnc.,_ Piero Sw itch Division.— lit 1b iraplementa- 

tion of a total system is by a division of a company that produces computers. 

Although they integrated their data processing subsystem end ere sharing 

data files» they still batch process» that is they update files, issue excep

tion reports, and perform other processing only on a daily basis. The pro

cedure is so much better than their previous operation tiret they were, at the 

time, very pleased with the system. However, it is easy to see that further 

improvements can be gained by implementing a real-time operation where manage

ment cen have queries answered immediately instead of waiting till the next 

morning. Once the subsystems hove keen Integrated, this additional step is 

miner and will take cere of critical problems in inventory control, produc

tion scheduling, delivery scheduling, etc.

^5g£-S£2^LlLlA-PittsburKh Steel. — As described, this system is truly 

a total management information system. Hie system cuts across all corporate 

lines in order entry, production, and inventory control areas. All informa

tion is instantly available to management. The program system automatically

proceeds from one operation to another. Data is automatically received by the
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coeaputer from entry points and transmitted to action points. An area of opera 

tion required for total systems that is not spelled out in the description is 

the monitor control of program models to instantly produce exception reports. 

It would appear from the description that this is an equipment limitation.

The IBM M 1 0  computer is just not powerful enough to handle this additional 
load.

£g.g«...Stuct£ IV} j*glI&M É 2B8&  Corpcrat 1 on. — Th i s system is an example 

of s total system for order process. The Tele-Computer is ueed to tie the 

order process across divisional lines. Each division has its own data process 

center and operates independently except for this one function. This is the 

first function integrated into a total system.

&GS& J& S Ê L J U . Hat-tln^tariett« Corporation.--The total system concept 

end operation at Martin-Marietta is by far the most complete integration of 

company-wide activities which was available for this research paper. The 

only major drawback that la evident from the data available la the aerial 

processing of data. The company recently confirmed its intention to rectify 

this deficiency by ordering the new generation of computers which are designed 

to facilitate time-sharing and multi-processing. The cost of the equipment 

required at the three locations, which will replace the existing 7090 com

puters, was reported to bo $15 million dollars.



CASE STÏJDY I

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAHWAY COMPANY*4

The Cfinedlan PMific R Company is a pioneer in integrated data

processing among transportation companies and is an early example of the

total systems concept applied in a corporation which includes many diverse 

enterprises.

The Canadian Pacifie I» described as ’’the world's meat complete 

transportation system." The company operates some 17,090 miles of its own 

railway line; nearly 5,000 additional miles of lins are operated by its 

controlled companies, Rolling stock inventory includes more than 89,090 

freight cars, 1,200 locomotives, and 1,600 passenger ears. There are often 

10,090 units o f other ownership on its rails. The rail lines serve Canada 

fro® Halifax and Saint John on the Atlantic to Vancouver and Victoria on the 

Pacific, plus nine of the 50 states.

The corporate complex includes Canadian Pacific Airlines, serving 

Canada and five continents; Canadian Pacific Steamships, in passenger and 

freight service on the North Atlantic and St. Lawrence Seaway and in the 

cruise business; Canadian Pacific Express; Canadian Pacific Communications, 
which operates a nationwide commercial communication system as well as the 

normal complement of transportation communication facilities; hotel, coastal

Canadian Pacific Railway Company: Integrated Data Processing, ’ 
Système (Detroit: American Data Processing, Inc., 1962), pp. 161-172.
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steamship, bus, truck, and piggyback services ; and oil, gas, land, mining 

and other enterprises. All told, these activities involve some 75,000 

employees.

Canadian Pacific first installed punched card equipment for account» 

tng purposes in 1912. Over the years, as net-? processing equipment became 

available, improvements in the methods and machines were Introduced. By 

1954, mechanization of paperwork in the accounting field had been carried 

to the limit* of the technology of that date, and accounting department 

Installations in Montreal and Calgary were the largest in Canada. Since 

1949, the transportation department, based on a machine room in Montreal, 

and with IBM installations at Î0 major yards on the line between Windsor, 

Ontario, and Farnhaa, Quebec, connected by teletype, provided train and car 

movement information on & current basis for operating and traffic purposes.

By 1954, plans were under review for extension of this mechanization else» 

where on the system.

Canadian Pacific Express, with headquarters in Toronto, and Cana» 

dian Pacific Air Lines, with headquarters in Vancouver, had punched card 

installations for accounting purposes. Thera were additional punched card 

applications in other segmente of the complex. When the integrated data 

Processing program began, there was an organizational nucleus and somebody 

of experience in data processing equipment and methods work. Subsequent 

developments were to show that these constituted only a modest preparation 

for the grand scale of change that was to came. Data processing was organized 

essentially on a departmental basis, with each department often developing its 

own information from the same source documents, and frequently developing sub

stantially the same Information either manually or by machines.
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By raid~Marcht 1954 » Canadian Pacific officers » who had been tanin» 

taining a watching brief on developments in the high speed croputer field, 

had become interested la the possibilities as a corporate toot Instead of 

exclusive accounting or single departmental use, and in the then net» idea 

of integrated data processing. 2a the fall, preliminary studies on an 

extensive seal® for application to the Canadian Pacific began. These 

studies included consultation with other roads and with professional con

sultants. They indicated that the installation of a high speed electronic 

computer for Canadian Pacific would be economical if Incorporated in a full 

scale program c.f integrated data processing.

Authority for detailed planning and the development and Implementa

tion of a program was accordingly granted with full responsibility assigned 

to the vice president, accounting, reporting to the president.

The terms of reference provided for eventual review of all company 

paperwork. The comprehensive or integrated approach was adopted to cover 

data processing and the development of a system of business intelligence for 

all Canadian Pacific services within the concept of total systems.

After review, including reference to outside consultants, the ISM 705 

computer m s  selected* By March, 1955, an order was placed for its delivery 

early in 1957, thus establishing a target date for planning. Although all 

facets were examined, toe extensive existing installation# and long corporate 

experience with IBM equipment had considerable weight in the decision.

Frota among the major fields in which the survey and follow up studies 

had indicated potential replications, five were selected for intensive 

planning. These were freight, labor, materials, statistics, and accounting 

consolidations. They represented the areas which promised the largest returns, 

and which, in any event, were the base frem which it would be possible to move 

into others.
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The organizational pattern that had emerged by March, 1955, called 

for mechanical recording at source, or as close to source as possible. 

Because of the nationwide extent of operations, it also called for collec

tion and relay points acmes the country, which would collect data and relay 

then for processing on the high speed computer in Montreal and, in return 

flow, distribute processed data.

The task vat to determine where source recording would be clone, 

where the collectten points, or data centers, should be located, how they 

should be constituted, and what functions they would perform. The answers 

ware net quit® as obvious ns they m y  seem. The Canadian Pacific organisa

tion then consisted of system headquarters in Montreal, three railway opera

ting regions, apart from seme subsidiaries, d iv id e d  into eight operating 

districts, further subdivided into 28 divisions.

A» already mentioned, headquartera of the Express Company is in 

Toronto, Air Lines in Vancouver, and western road transport in Winnipeg.

All of these, as well as 1,500 freight offices sod stations, 75 yard offices, 

66 shops, 78 stores, the communications system, steamships, hotels, and 

foreign agencies originated data affecting one or more of the first five 

applications. To complicate matters further, the geographical boundaries 

of the subdivisions established by different departments could not, in all 

cases, be uniform.

The task also involved, as preface, the selection and training of 

staff in the new techniques of computer programing, and orientation of 

system analysts into the new directions which paperwork planning was to 

take. An examination was then made of present input and processing, with 

determination of desired output. Given the new horiacne of a computer 

based, Integrated data processing program, it was then necessary to
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redesign the input information and forms to conform, end to chart the new 

processing procedures, including the highly complicated and time consuming 

task of computer programing. Tim paperwork planning also had to cover 

staging the move, step by step, from present procedures, through improved 

procedures, to ultimate 70S procedures.

From March, 1955, to March, 1957, progress was steady. Organira» 

ttonal changes to provide for staffing the nav project without any increase 

in expense were initiated during the first half of 1955. Recruiting of a 

full-time planning staff began both inside and outside the accounting depart- 

rant. The existing conventional tabulating equipment of the accounting 

department and the transportation department was consolidated to form the 

nucleus of the new computer center, and to serve as the central mechanised 

processing agency for the system.

District data centers, using the district accounting staffs as nuclei, 

ware established. The existing conventional tabulating equipment of Canadian 

Pacific Express in Toronto and of Canadian Pacific Air Lines in Vancouver wee 

assigned to the new data centers m  the nuclei of the data center machine 

installations at these points.

The méchantred system for car tracing and car accounting which the 

operating department had pioneered between Windsor and Farnh&m w e  modified 

and extended from coast to coast. During 1956, terminal and circuit equip

ment was Installed and yard-te-yard processing of freight cars was progres

sively pieced in operation. The 70S model ”1” computer was installed early 

in January, 1957, and by mid-February the system car tracing data and return 

flow to on line and off line points were placed in regular production. For 

ell practical purposes, all essential physical links for the new mechanized
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ay»tea «era then In operation. Concurrently with the freight applications, 

the first labor application» were brought into operation ou the computer 

esrly in 1359 and implementation has cinco proceeded on an expanding scale 

to reach the present status, which is described later.

There are 65 mechanised field offices, which function both for 

source recording of input information and for local dissemination of wired 

outrât information. The information from the field offices is channelled 

into four regional data centers. A fifth data center services the extensive 

railway shops in Montreal.

Hie regional data centers, in addition to serving as collection points, 

perform certain local processing, relay data for computer processing in Mon

treal and distribues processed information received from the computer in 

return flow to regional offices. They also perform initial mechanised 

recording.

The computer center, as the central processing office for the system, 

serves all departments. There is direct vire connection to Canadian Pacific 

traffic offices ia the United States to provide car tracing and car supply

information.

The field office— -data center— computer center complex just 

described is served by circuits provided by Canadian Pacific Communications 

operating on a 24 hours & day seven days a week basis-.

On-line equipment in each yard office consists of a transmitter 

distributor for the reading and transmission of paper tape, a reperforator 

or typing reperforator for the production of paper tape from incoming trans

missions, and in some offices an on-line teleprinter for the monitoring of 

inward and outward transmissions.
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In 1956, IBM transceivers operating over telephone circuits were 

Installed tr> connect the computer center with data centers la Vancouver, 

Winnipeg end Toronto, These provided for the sending and receiving of 

Information ott punched cards at & speed of 150 words a «doute. In 1961, 

s further advance cens with the installation of a Blat-O-Varter to pro

vide transmission of infarastion as punched paper tape at rated speeds of 

1,000 words a minute. One such unit la operating between Montreal and 

Winnipeg, and a second between Montreal sad Vancouver.

There are four m i n  types of off-line equipment at field offices:

l. Nineteen yard offices are now equipped with Western Union 209 

switching systems, commonly called program factors. These con- 

, ®*sc of fMo paper tape readers, one model 28 teleprinter, two 

- typing reperforators, and c m  switching system cabinet which 

provides the programmed control. By means of it, constant 

information and functional codes can be inserted into data, and 

automatic registration of information into the proper fields of 

proper length can be controlled, output tapes c£ two different 

formats can be produced, and tear spaces (that is, a space for 

separating records one from tha other) can be automatically 

inserted or deleted» For different kinds of recording, eleven 

different programs are wired in one panel, and an additional 

program is set up ta permit operation without automatic control.

2. Sixteen yard offices ere equipped with flexeme iters, A typical 

unit consists of one flesowriter, which is a typing and control 

unit, one paper tape reader, and one or too paper tape punches, 

m e  unit reads tape and prints page copy providing all or selected 

information in  paper tape output from the punches, controlled by
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codes ta the tape being read. The flexosrtter can also be opera* 

ted by means of a program tape inserted in the reader, which will 

provide control similar to the program factor but somewhat mere 

limited in scope.

3. Twenty yard offices are equipped with teletype kits. These are 

smaller yards with less traffic, and the preparation and process* 

ing of data records are done on a m d @ l  15 or model 19 teletype, 

plus transmitter distributor (tape reader), and typing reperforator 

(tape punch).

*• 1116 10 largest yard offices arc equipped with pouched card machines,

to provide 80 column cards as the baais for mechanised recording 

, and handling.

In addition to the transmission equipment already described, regional 

data centers have a complement of keypunches end of conventional IBM machines. 

The Installations differ as each data center handles the processing require

ments of an important Canadian Pacific subsidiary or other special work.

The 795 model I, installed is January, 1957, was the first high speed 

computer in Canada and the first of its kind to be installed outside the United 

States. It was replaced later in the same year by a 795 Model II, which, in 

turn, gave place in 1959 to an SOK 795 Model III with data synchronised tape 

system, then described ns the largest and fastest in use by any transporta

tion company in the world.

It was replaced in October, 1961, by an IBM 7989, a much more powerful 

commercial computer and the first 7980 to be installed by any transportation 
company. S i x  times faster internally than the model III, it has an SOK memory 

capacity and is equipped with eight high speed and five low speed tape drives.
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Algo installed in the computer center et Montreal are three 1401 

sys to ns> 'which replaced the less flexible and wire Hatted former peripheral 

ccswpater room equipment— printers, card readers and magnetic tope card punches. 

These 1401s, aa well as being satellites to the 7080 for the handling of input 

and output functions, are also computer* in their own right and are proving a 

very useful part of the machine complet. •

In I960, a breakthrough was achieved with installation of a d -106 con

verter, for high speed conversion of paper to magnetic tape (5,000 word® a 

minute), magnetic to paper tape (1,000 words a minute) and magnetic to mag

netic tape (150,090 words & minute) on a selective basts» It is new the main 

avenue of entry into the counter for all freight programs, converting paper 

tape as received from yard offices or data centers to magnetic tape for com

puter processing. Equally important is its function m  an output medium,

converting magnetic tape records to paper tape for transmission aa return 

flow.

The computer center also ha® a large keypunch section and a comple

ment of conventional punched card equipment which is being gradually released 

as work i® transferred to new equipment.

Integrated processing begins with data collection, involving the 

mechanical recording and reporting of source information in field offices 

and the movement through data centers to the computer center for computer 

processing. This includes complete waybill information, train make-up 

information covering train and ear movements organized as departure and 

arrival reports, bad order, and other car status reports and passenger train 

reporting.

The first mechanized outputs for operating and traffic purposes are 

produced on route to the competes. For example, on objective yard is inter

ested in the make up end contents of cars in trains coming towards it. This
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departure. This serves as an advance switching list to enable the yardmster 

at the objective yard to plan his work. The ease information, received in the 

data center, is organised to produce regional ear tracing lists.

A system car tracing list and regional return flow tracing lists are 

produced in the first computet runs each day. Regional return flow is a list 

in car number sequence giving the last reported movement up to a 2;30 a.au 

cutoff of all loaded ears on Canadian Pacific lines destined to points on the 

region. It is transmitted to regional data centers to be available to regional 

offices at the opening of business each day. Coupled with locally regional 

car tracing lists, it provides complete car tracing coverage. Divisional car 

tracing lists, and lists for off line agents in the United States, are also 

provided.

Indicative of the utility and speed of the data processing system is 

the daily freight situation report, produced for Canadian Pacific system and 

for each region, which is available at the opening of business each day and 

reflects the previous day's business. It gives fcha daily average for the week 

ending day of record (this year, last year, percent change) and reported data, 

month to date (tbit year, last year, percent change), for 35 items. These 

include revenue care loaded, dollar revenues, train miles, train hours, gross 

tern miles, gross ton miles per train hour, ear stiles, etc. Under former manual 

procedures, some of the information on this daily statement was available only 

on a monthly basis and, in certain cases, as long as 45 days after the end of 

the month.

Prom the daily input in successive computer tans, are produced daily 

regional and divisional ear count statements; semi-monthly and monthly car

counts for internal use and for submission to the Railway Association of
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Canada and the Association of American Railroads; monthly cumulative car 

loading and revenue analysis by origin, type of traffic, commodity, etc.; 

comparative statements of cars loaded and received in interchange by com*» 

modity groups; basic statistics of passenger and freight train operations 

and locomotive and car movement in all services; equipment records extended 

beyond standard car accounting to cover all units of equipment moving in 

trains; comparative data on customer#, cossaod 1 1 lee and revenue by type of 

traffic by regions and subsidiary lines; processing of interline traffic 

including completely mechanised accounting for interline transactions; 

customer billing and station accounting at agents* level; and other reports.

In the rail statistics and revenue component, current emphasis is 

on refinement* in the presentation of information, and the development of 

completely tm t presentations from the massive reservoirs of Information 

not# available on treignetic tape. Examples include statements shading empty 

ear supply and sources of empty ears; forecasts of traffic volume through 

selected points and teste of traffic flew through selected areas after the 

event ; and information on rolling stock usage, repairs and earnings, and 

performance of loaded cars en route to destinâtion.

Installation of the 7080 computer and peripherals permits implemen

tation of programs already written and tested, to provide fully mechanised 

corporate accounting. Under the plan, journal entries captured mechanically 

near source are processed through multiple steps for all accounting purposes, 

culminating in mechanical preparation of comparative statement for management. 

This will displace many manual calculations and manual recording of the same 

Information at many levels, making it practical to eliminate manual registers 

and ledgers. The changeover to a fully mechanised nccoutttlag system started
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vifcb 1962 accounts for the mein railway departments. The same system, will be 

extended to all departments and subsidiaries as rapidly as possible.

The mechanisation of accounting information, appropriately geared with 

mechanized statistical data, opens the door to electronic preparation of further 

sophisticated information for management. The use of disk storage greatly fa

cilitates assembly and tabulation of such data without elaborate programming. 

Projects in various stages of development to prove out the new techniques In

clude revenues and expenses by individual track sections, divisions, regions 

and departments; rough variable and over all costs of handling individual com

modities between origin and destination to test rates; responsibility account

ing and budget control; and forecasting revenues, expenses and cash flow.

The comprehensive, accurate and timely information now available, 

joined with the capacity of the large computer, has made possible more 

extensive use of advanced techniques e£ statistical and cost analysis in 

areas where this m s  net heretofore practical. For example, evidence on the 

cost of handling grain, which represents 26 percent of Canadian Pacific traffic, 

required for presentation to a Royal Comission on Transportation in 1960, was 

based on the most intensive analysis of railway costs that has ever been rade. 

Calculations, which could not have been clone economically and within time 

limits without the computer, involved multiple regression analyses on both a 

cross section and time series basis.

Simulation techniques have been used successfully in simulation of 

«.rain perfo::manee, using data for different types of motive power as a basis 

for setting tonnage ratings end determining schedules which would give the 

best relationship between speed and. fuel consumption; also In the design of 

of hues? yards and centralized traffic control layouts. Work has been done
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In critical path planning. The study list in the épurations research area 

includes models to determinet the minimum number of cars required for a 

fixed allocation situation such as eight occur vtth covered hoppers, refrig

erators or piggyback flats* the regulation of train movements to prevent 

unnecessary congestion and consequent poor use of motive 'poser and crews; 

projected plant requirements for telex switching equipment and comunicat tons 

trunk circuits; future maintenance requirements for particular areas; sched

uling of repairs to active power and the converse problem of locating and 

staffing the repair facilities to meet projected requirements; scheduling of 

traîna for optimum use of road and yard facilities; and work scheduling 

through e shop or machine room.

The integrated data processing program, has changed the nature cf 

several hundred jobs, and the process continue#. It has Involved the abo

lition of certain jobs altogether and the creation of entirely new positions.

In short range terms, during the period in which a new method involving 

a reduction in the labor force i s  planned, tested, end introduced, the expe

rience has W e n  that normal attrition during the same period exceed# the re

lease rate. Again, the number likely to be affected by any one prefect is 

small in terne of the staff replacement requirements of a clerical force of 

ever 8,000. In practice, changes have been carefully planned in advance, and 

each individual affected has been treated on an Individuel basis.

Rather than a problem of layoff, the problem has been to find staff 

c,£ the proper calibrer to meet vacancies. An important by—product of the 

Integrated data processing program is the upgrading or opportunities for 

upgrading that it has opened up for the staff. Among the programmers and 

in the junior supervisory and officer ranks, m a y  today are at salary levels
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that might have taken them ten or fifteen years to achieve. Creation of the 

net-/ organization has also accelerated promotions in the offices from which 

its members were recruited.

For obvious reasons, no dollar figures on the economics of the 

Integrated data processing system have been published. The following 

statements by management arc, however, indicative:

1957; In the matter of economy, the indications are that the direct 
savings will permit us to do better than break even on the 
overall expense of the installation. The indirect savings 
which depend on our ability to use the new and more prompt 
information to better Advantage should be substantial.

1358: The breakeven point for the systems in operation has been passed; 
further worthwhile economics arc being realised from projects now 
being brought Into operation.

1960: The indirect benefits new appear to be even more important than 
tua had conceived. The benefits are such greater dollarwise than 

\ the direct cost savings possible from the new processing.
1261 : The economies of the project are working out more favorably than 

anticipated. The cad value of the new methods, for which a solid 
foundation has now been laid, is confidently expected to dwarf the 
benefits already obtained, substantial as they are.IS 15

15Ibld., p. 172.



CASE STODÏ II

HOMOWELL INC.
MICRO SWITCH DIVISION15

fits Micro Switch Division of Honeywell Inc. is headquartered in 

Freeport, Illinois, employs several thousand persons, and makes a wide 

variety of switches and other products.

In the early 1050s, the Honeywell subsidiary changed from manual 

accounting to punched cards and, in 1957, from punched cards to a small 

computer system. Purpose of the changes* to. maintain better control of 

inventory am! improve service to customers.

These two changes weren't enough for the switch manufacturer. It 

was barely able to keep abreast of its expanding sales. Therefore, in 1958, 

a management staff group beaded by Robert D. Pash, then Director of Planning 

and Administration, sat down to analyze all of the division's Systems and 

procedures. The group's atm was to devise & totally Integrated management 

information and control system through electronic data processing. Approxi

mately one year later , the group had established its objectives and was able 

to begin devising n system employing the Honeywell 800 computer. It hoped 

to complete the system within five years. A little more than four years 

later. Micro Switch was 85% of the way toward its goal. General ledger and 

budget preparation are the only major applications still to be programmed. 1

1S'‘Total Management Information System,” Business Management. XXVII, 
Ho. 1 (HovessNsr, 1964), pp. 85*37.
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There may be other ee@panf.es with more sophisticated management 

inferisstion end control oysters® than Micro Switch has devised. But It 

®eees safe to say that there is no store sophisticated computer application 

than a total management information system. Indeed, as its very name Implies, 

a total Information system Is cot a computer application at all, but a whole 

series of applications fitted together so as to provide management with all 

the information and control it need®.

the theory behind such a system is staple. Explains Robert Pash, 

now Chatman of the Industry and Professional Council at Honeywell’s EOT 

Division:

An integrated system precludes development and use of Individual 
computer applications, such be payroll, order entry end Inventory 
control, unless they be part or a long-range master plan.

dheo a company integrates its business systems, it must examine 
its date information process es a whole. The total approach makes 
it possible to capture, manipulate, combine, evaluate, measure and 
report all data necessary for the operation of a business,

If a business firm does not take an integrated approach, its 
system will contain duplication of data and, in many cases, duplica
tion of the information developed from this data. The firm can't 
start with individual applications and hope that, In due time, in 
some random fashion, these applications will result in n total system 
devoid of unnecessary duplication, inconsistencies and cost. 17

Micro Switch designed its total information system to include six 

main functions: (1) design, and manufacturing engineering, (2) sales order 

processing, (3) materials planning and control, (4) production scheduling 

aad dispatching, (5) financial control, and (6) management planning. This 

system a i m  to provide quicker, more efficient customer service $ optimised 

inventories; effective utilisation of manpower and facilities; accurate 

standard costs; lower clerical costs; less paperwork; and more timely con

trol Information for management.

l7lbid., p. 37.
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The division's design and manufacturing engineering subsystem pro* 

vides product data f ï «  which equipment » tooling, labor and production material 

requirements are determined. This data also helps determine costs.

In addition, the data la used in the sales order processing subsystem, 

which provides all necessary sales end order documents.

The data is used again in the materials planning and control sub

system, which sets order points and quantities, as well as safety stocking 

levels.

The other three subsystems— — productien scheduling and dispatching, 

financial control and management planning— got their inputs from each other 

or frost the first three subsystems. The Input consists of customer orders, 

inventory transactions and so forth. The output consists of standard costs, 

labor reports and other data. The output of the management planning system, 

to cite just one specific «sample, includes annual forecasts of the division’s 

manpower requirements. These forecasts enable plant foremen to establish 

budgets for their variable costa. These, in turn, give the company better 

control of total product costa,

Tha first application to go into these subsystems was a combination 

of inventory control and sales forecasting. That is because these functions 

were deemed to have the greatest impact on the company's profits and perform

ance. The input fur this application coses automatically from data provided 

by the total information system's six subsystems. Among other things, this 

input Includes all product specifications, plus current arid post sales data.

In operation, the computer considers types of customers, types of 

switches, variability in demand and like factors. Some 2,000 decision rules 

are programed into the computer. As a result, it generates exception reports,

i.e., those requiring management action.
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It provides those reporte at 7 a.m, each working day. They tell 

management what inventory levels are, and the computer reorders, cancels 

or reschedules production requirements accordingly. All in all, the customer 

is better served. As an example, in the early 1950s, when Micro Switch still 

used manual methods, it delivered 53% of its orders on time. /hen it switched 

to punched cards, this figure jumped to 82%. But under the new system, the 

figure has soared to 97%, even though the division handles 110,000 orders 

annually and an overwhelming majority of its customers want delivery within 

one to five days of the day they order.

Cnee inventory control and sales forecasting had been programmed into 

the computer, Micro Switch began adding accounting, billing and other applica

tions. The benefits of the system include:

1. Product variance costs used to be aa much ae 36% above estab

lished standards. New they are within 1% of the standards.

2. Clerical costs used to be more than 4% of all sales. Now they 

are less than 3%. (This figure includes the cost of equipment 

rental and all personnel having anything to do with the EDP 

system.)

3. And the company’s ratio of sales to inventory levels has jumped

31% in 14 years. Some 29% of the jump has come in the last two 

years.

4. The system acknowledges all customer orders-— some 440 daily; 

determines and allocates materials, equipment and labor; reports 

on labor and materials expended; schedules production and de- 

liveiy; issues factory assembly and fabricating orders and vendor 

purchase requests; automatically prints shipping orders and packing
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lists; issues invoices, produces payrolls; calculates costs; 

predicts changes in market demand; and supplies management 

exception reports.

5. The dollar savings to Micro Switch have been In the hundreds 

of thousands.

Although it has taken 50 man years to get the system working, perhaps 

15 to 20 of these years were wasted because of the original work the company 

did in this field. Other companies will benefit from the work done.

The total cost of putting in the system has been estimated at about 

$500,900. This figure includes the cost of systems definition, design, pro

gramming and conversion. A system like this can not be put in easily or in

expensively, although smaller companies may be able to get started by pro

graming only bread-and-butter applications.

Mr. Pash, the head of the project for Micro Switch, says there is 

no royal road to integrated systems management, he does offer this advice 

to companies interested in getting up a similar management information and 

control system;

5et management's support. This moans not only the support of top
management, but the support of all levels of management from which vital 
input must come.

Understand the nature and content of the information going info the 
system. Some applications don't warrant inclusion. For example, we de
cided very early that it would not be worthwhile to put accounts receiv
able and payable on our 800, at least at the outset. Me had only 4,000 
accounts payable a month- —-200 a day. Hie dollar savings would have been 
on the order of $1?,090. The dollar savings from other applications were 
many times that figure.

Guard against having your system generate too many reports. Learning
what happened yesterday is not so important as planning for tomorrow.
The system's main purpose should be to provide management with control 
information, not voluminous data.

Design a system that includes all facets of the business. Every 
facet bears florae relationship to every other facet. If you exclude 
one, you limit your system's capability. A total system means lustthat.'^

18Ibid., p. 86.



CASE STUDY III 

PITTSBURGH STEEL19

Pittsburgh Steel recently started to use the most advanced data 

processing approach yet adopted by a member of the primary estais industry* 

Based on the total systems concept, it employs advanced, single entry, 

random access computer methods to automatically follow and control all 

necessary paperwork from receipt of a sales order through the balance 

sheet.

Through it, the company expects to establish the most effective 

possible application of raw materials, labor and equipment; minimize 

manual posting; eliminate duplication; and provide almost instantaneous 

access to all information for management control, planning and forecasting.

This new approach starts with order entry; each processing step 

automatically triggers one or more succeeding steps without the need for 

entering new source dots into the system. Random access processing makes 

this possible.

iVitb variable and repetitive Information entered into two IBM 1301 

two-module BAM&C disk files, controlled by programs stored in the cere memory 

of an IBM 1413 data processing system, moving from one step to the next is 

simply a matter of telling the computer to do so. The order can be given 

from an adjacent control console or from the mill floor through a data trans

mission system.

Joseph N. White, H,Total System* is Triggered by Order Entry," 
bata Management. X, No. 10 (October, 1963), pp. 34-37.
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Pittsburgh Steel is a long-time user of data processing equipment.

Its original unit record installation gave way to a 650 computer system 

shortly after the latter became available. Then» when faster solid-state 

computers made their appearance, the company converted to a 1401 configura

tion. This was succeeded a short time ago by the present system. Until now, 

data processing has been used on a single application basis, essentially for 

accounting purposes. Applications have had little or no interrelationship.

difch the new total systems technique, repetitive paperwork, elimina

tion starts with order entry, there are 31 repetitive iters involved with 

each customer order. These are permanently stored in the HAMAC disk file.

In addition, there are 3! computations that are equally repetitive.

Op the other hand, just 10 items are variable. Only these need be 

fed into the computer when an order is entered. All repetitive items and 

computations will be picked up automatically and processed with the vari

ables to get the order into the production flow.

Processing of production planning, scheduling, facilities loading, 
provision of materials, order writing and customer acknowledgment will fol

low, ona after the other. Raw materials inventories will be maintained in 

the disk files on a current date basis, tfhen the facilities are loaded for 

production and scheduling, materials requirements will be determined auto

matically. HAMAC tells them exactly what and hew much to buy. The computer 

also will write a purchase order covering those requirements.

Than, xA c n  the order Is in actual production at the Moneescn, and 

Allenport, Pennsylvania ; or Marron, Ohio, mills, its progress is updated 

at each operating level. As a given operation is completed, appropriate 

information is keyed into a teleprocessing unit at the mill which automat

ically triggers succeeding computer steps.
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Production data transmitted by the teleprocessing unit to the RAîlAC 

file includes, among other things, Information for subsequent payroll com

putations and processing. The production file itself is updated by days and

months to get total volume for that particular operation, as troll as for cost 

accounting and statistical purposes.

Simultaneously, the file is updated by product line and operations, 

and for inventory control purposes. The accumulation of all these automatic 

actions ends up, through cost accounting, into cost of operation, costing of 

shipments and so on.

rJiwn an order is finished and ready for shipment, the computer updates 

the customer order status and prepares a bill of lading when told to do so. 

Then it triggers inventory control counts, followed by invoice preparation.

Invoice writing updates the accounts receivable, as well as the sales 

analysis files. Thus, the company obtains sales by customer by product line, 

by salesman, district office and major product lines.

It also will update the cost accounting record fox cost of sales 

evaluation, profit and loss and balance sheet accounts. Pertinent reports 

will be printed cut at proper intervals os order control processing proceeds.

The tremendous volume of manual posting and repetitive paperwork to 

be eliminated by these automatic computer actions i s  obvious ; likewise the 

reduction of potential recording errors. Without interrupting this record

ing of production progress and data processing, information regarding the 

exact, momentary status of any or all orders in process can be obtained from 

fcue file in a fraction of a second. Thus, both company and customer

inquiries can be answered without delay and with absolute accuracy.
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Hi® earns is true of virtually all other types of information—  

financial, deployment, Inventory statua, sales performance by district or 

individual ealestuan, or just about any other situation dealing with current 

operations.

At the end of each 30-day business cycle, the data processing 

department removes all nun-current Information fro» the disk file and 

transfers it to magnetic tape for permanent record purposes. It will 

never be necessary, however, to unload order status information, which 

automatically disappears once its usefulness is over.

Designed to serve all arecs of responsibility, Pittsburgh Steel’s 

new total system technique cuts across all corporate lines in the order 

entry, production and inventory control areas. It is eefc up as a respon

sibility of the comptroller, however, because that is where the company 

thinks it should rest. 'Hie earlier processing steps lead directly into the 

accounting areas, in which the comptroller is specifically interested. In 

taking over the areas that cross corporate lines, the comptroller can cap

ture all data which is repetitive In nature and efficiently serve other 

elements of the corporation, yet still maintain his own responsibility to 

management and stockholders. Under this procedure, those affected are 

assured that they are losing none of their former authority and responsi

bility. There is a definite understanding covering what each department 

needs and expects free the servicing unit. Therefore, they will be a b le  to  
operate their departments just as effectively as ever.

Collection of data for programming the new total system operation 

has taken several years. First implementation of the new program began 

In 1963. Hie complete functioning of the order control phase of the pro

gress started & year Inter. Mow in fall operation, Pittsburgh Steel states



that the total systems concept nearly eliminates all duplication of record 

keeping, helps epe.ee? production, reduces the coeraufticatien* cycle. Improves 

shipping performance, provides better management control, expedites decision» 

making and results in substantial dollar savings to the company.



CASE STUDY IV

WESTINGHOUSE CORPORATION20

The Westinghouse Tele-Conputer Center is a corporate general-purpose 

information-processing facility, equipped and staffed to provide a wide 

variety of services, both to top management and to many operating locations. 

Originally authorised in mid-1961, the Tele-Computer organization is now an 

integrated operating reality, devoted entirely to corporate eoBsaunicatior* 

and information processing.

In a building specifically designed for this purpose, are two Univae 

493 computers, a staff of programmers and operators, a conventional tabulat

ing installation, a systems development staff, a wired communications control 

group, a wired order-entry control section, and the Headquarters Accounting 

organisation. The latter, in addition to consolidating financial data received 

fro® 60 divisional accounting departments, develops many statistical and finan

cial reports and analyses for many corporate functions. It also includes 

corporate stockholder records.

An appreciation of bow existing applications previously worked 

will aid in understanding the evolution of the present system. Since these 

applications are so intimately involved with the company's nationwide tele

type system, a description of the Westinghouse teletype network seems in 

order at this point.

.... ?°l5* c* <3tcek* Establishing the Telecotapufcer C e n t e r Data Mananement.
XI, Ho. 6 (June, 1964), pp. 28-33. ------ ---a-- —
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Xho iveetlnghougs teletype network is cae of the largest industrial 

communtentions systems in the world. Except for the central switching 

facilities, it is leased in its entirety from American telephone and Tele

graph. The system serves over 300 separate terminals in the United States 

and Canada. In addition, it provides for two-way relaying of T M  messages 

originating from or destined for other company operations and e«»e major 

distributors not involved in the private network.

'flie hub of this nationwide system was formerly an Si-P-l switciting 

center, located in Pittsburgh. A message originating anywhere in the system 

was transmitted to this switching center in Pittsburgh, where it was punched 

on paper tope by the machine connected to the originating line. It was re- 

punched on paper tape on the machine connected to the proper outgoing line, 

as identified by the address code of the message, taking its plate In a 

message queue for that particular line.

Since December 26, 1%2, a iJnivac 490 computer at the Tele-Computer 

Center has handled the routing of ell traffic on the network and hna pro

vided many additional operating features not available with the 81-D-l 

system. The center new averages 17,000 messages received and processed 

or redirected daily, and the number is growing rapidly.

Until recently, one of the terminal3 on the Westinghouse teletype 

network wee an order processing center, also located in Pittsburgh but 

separate from the «witching center. The facilities of the order process

ing center were devoted entirely to the automatic processing of teietyped 

orders and the maintenance, in a random access file, of the inventory 

records for alt the standard Meetinghouse industrial products stocked in 

warehouses throughout the country. The file also contained the billing 

and shipping addresses of thousands of regular easterners throughout the 

country.
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Any of the over 100 industrial and utility sales offices served by 

the teletype system could originate an order message using a Slexo-writer 

or an ordinary teletype machine to prepare a message tape in specified for

mat. The address code of the message directed it to the order processing 

center. The massage was received on paper tape at the order processing 

center, and cards were prepared directly from this tape. The cards were 

manually fed to a 1401 computer, and thus the processing was done on a 
fussi-real-time basts, although there was a manual link.

Tl$e computer program performed certain checking and editing func

tions and then proceeded to locate the desired items let its disk file 

inventory records. If an item were cut of stock at the warehouse nearest 

the customer, it wag searched for at warehouses progressively nearer the 

factory, and finally at the factory itself, in order to minimize trans

portât ten costs. Having located the required items, the computer provided 

cards from which a teletype meases® tape w s  generated, directing the ware

houses to ship the items and preparing the labels, bills of lading and pack

ing lists for then on the receiving machines at the warehouses.

At the e m u  time the price extensions and sales taxes were cal

culated and the invoice printed. Inventory records were updated in the 

process, and examined for reordering point®. If a reordering point was 

reached, the applicable formulas were brought into play to determine the 

proper replenishment quantity, and & card containing this Information was 

produced. Additional cards used later for the development of sales statis

tics, were also produced, during the processing of en order. The maxima» 

"turn-around” time, from transmission c-f the order from the sales office 

to the production of the shipping instructions at the selected warehouse, 

was fifteen minutes to a half hour.
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The changes brought about by this former system had been no less 

than startling, evan to its original proponents, as compared with the de

centralised manual methods of stock control and order handling it replaced.

The pooling in a common record of the nationwide stock of a given 

item, including the factory stocks in most categories, greatly reduced 

stock-outs and eliminated the manual effort of locating Item not in stock 

at a given location. Because reordering points were recognized the moment 

they were reached, there was no need for periodic correlation and review 

of reports from the warehouses. The extra protective stock once needed to 

allow for time lags in this part of the system was, of course, unnecessary.

The improvement la delivery time which this system brought about 

produced some rather dramatic changes in Westinghouse warehousing philos

ophy. The system first began operating in a small corner of the company’s 

Pittsburgh industrial warehouse which stocked a representative complement 

of motors, control equipment distribution transformers, and other standard 

industrial items» it soon became possible to convince major local customers 

that the spaed of the system was such that same-day shipment -and, hence 

overnight delivery from the stocks of the manufacturing plants themselves 

was routine performance, and that local stocks were not really needed.

As & result, the operation "lifted itself by its boot straps," and 

created its m m  space for expansion in the warehouse building from the space 

previously used for warehouse storage. Of the 31 field warehouse* originally 

covered by the system, six have been completely closed, and in m a y  others 

irnch of the space formerly used for warehousing has been made available for 

other use®.

It is interesting that the system just described was originally con

ceived ns a regional system. Several such installations were originally 

planned, to be strategically located to serve groups of warehouses in
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different parts of the country. The developr.xent of larger capacity random 

access file® made it possible by the end of 1959 to centralise operations 

and cover the nation with a single machine-. A machine previously installed 

on the West Coast was removed five years ago.

While this centtalired Inventory control and order processing con

cept was evolving into a national system and proving its worth, a number of 
additional important technical developments were taking place in rapid suc

cession. They included such developments as the announcement of trie first 

casserciel reel-time computer system; the availability of large-scale, 

high-speed computers with high-capacity, rand eta access memory units; sig

nificant advances in data transmission; and the snnouceœafc by American 

Telephone and telegraph of the Teipak rate structure.

These developments led Westinghouse to the conclusion that it was 

technically feasible to establish a general-purpose information processing 

center In Westinghouse with a high-speed, real-tins computer as the huh of 

its netionvide teletype network.

Basic to this concept is the usa of the computer to perform the 

function of message switching on the network. Actually, the message switch

ing function Is a mans to an end, rather than an end in itself. With the 

computer as an integral part of the esisting communication system, end with 

every message passing through it, it is ideally situated to identify, inter

cept, and process data messages of many different kinds, including order 

messages, and to perform functions ranging far beyond rerouting of routine 

traffic. In addition to its real-time capability, the Univac 490 system 

which was chosen for the application has extensive batch processing capa

bilities.
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Preliminary timing studies indicated that one 490 system could 

handle the real-time function of teletype switching and finished goods 

order processing, with moves than adequate additional capacity to handle 

concurrently a number of Headquarters nod corporate-level batch processing 

applications previously performed on a Univac I system and on conventional 

tabulating equipment. Economic analyses showed that these applications, 

then being performed by four different equipment Installations, were suf

ficient in themselves to justify the acquisition of the 490 system on an 

equiprsent replacement basis.

It «as expected, that the remaining capacity of the system would be 

devoted to new applications et relatively smaller incremental cost. Many 

of the applications visualised m d which since have become operational, 

involve the use of the real-time capabilities of the system to gather data 

via the teletype network from widely separated operations. Some of the 

applications result in the production of information for specific operating 

divisions, others in the production of information for the use of Head

quarters management.

Préposais were presented to management during the early part of 

1961. The success of the centralised order processing system was by this 

time- becoming apparent, and management was quick to grasp the possibilities 

o£ m  integrated coemoaicatton-computation facility capable of extending 

the information center concept to a broader range of applications, A 

final decision to proceed was made in June, 1961, and the Tele-Computer 

Center became a reality before the end of 1962.

The initial equipment complement included a Univac 490 central 

processor, with 32,009 word core meteor y ; two Type FH-B80 drum memory units,



each with 768,000 word capacity; and 12 Unieervo 11-A tape units. Coranuni- 

c&ttcm s control units, which provide the link between the teletype lines and 

central processor, stake up a substantial portion of the system. The deiaarca

tion point between tbs computer system and the communication system is a 

patch board in s separate communications room, adjacent to tit© computer room. 

Since the original installation wcs made, a second Univac A90 central proc

essor, two Factrand m s s  memory units of 65 million character capacity each 

and an cu-line Univac 1004 card processor have been added to the system.

Because the function was so basic to the subsequent applications 

planned, the first application of the system, starting December 26, 1962, 

was teletype message switching. In addition to performing the previous 

switching functions of the 81-0-1 system, the program takes care of a 

number of additional tasks which were previously performed manually. Also, 

a message accounting function, required for proper distribution of charges

to the various company units using the communications facilities, is performed 

by the program.

The message switching operation functions in the following manner: 

individual stations on each line are automatically "polled** (invited to 

transmit) in turn, as in 91-13-1 system. When a station begins to transmit, 

the series of pulses representing each character are transformed into par

allel bit patterns by the communications control unit associated with that 

particular line. These bit patterns (characters in Baudot Code) are placed 

into a designated core storage area in the computer memory.
n’heo the designated area has been filled, the computer program 

removes the characters from the area, examines the message header for 

validity, determines where to route the message, and writes that portion 

of the message on the drue. Hits writing process la repeated until the
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message is complete. If it is a routine administrative message, a word show

ing the destination and drum location is placed on an output waiting list.

If it i s  a data message to be processed by a particular computer program, 

it is passed along to that program. This is usually accomplished by writing 

the data message on a Ftistrattd file area assigned to the program in question.

When the designated output line becomes available for transmission, 

the output portion of the message switching program examines the output wait

ing list. If there in a message waiting for this line, it is read from the 

drum, the characters are moved to the designated output area in core memory 

for this line, and transmission is initiated. The bit patterns are taken 

from memory and translated by the communications control unit into serial 

pulses which ere transmitted out ever the teletype line.

The Tele-Computer Center began in February, 1964, to perform the 

order processing and centralized inventory control functions previously 

described. The basic processing is much the same; the major differences 

being the elimination of the switching and retransmission of order messages 

and the elimination of the manual steps previously required in the process 

of tape-fco-card and card-to-tape conversion and card handling. Order mes

sages are identified and processed automatically as they are received into 

the machine, with shipping instructions to the proper warehouses generated 

and transmitted with no intervening manual handling. For a routine order, 

no tape or hard copies of either the order or the shipping instructions 

are produced locally. Processing time averages less than three seconds, 

from receipt of a complete order to the beginning of transmission of shipping 

instructions to the selected warehouses.

The elimination of the manual steps enables the system to provide as 

a by-product an automatic, high-speed stock inquiry service to sales offices.
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With priority automatically given to inquiry answer# in the teletype traffic 

queues, the only delay in the handling of inquiries and associated replies is 

the time necessary to complete the transmission of a message already in prog

ress in either direction.

Further planned applications include the extension of the order proc

essing and inventory control application into product areas other than the 

purely industrial lines, such m  the appliance lines.

With the computer system tied into every company location of sufficient 

sise to justify a teletype terminal, every such location has direct access to 

the information processing facilities of the Tele-Computer Center. The majority 

of these applications consist of the gathering of data in relatively small indi

vidual increments from the field locations of operations whose activities are 

made up of many small but widely dispersed units. The data so gathered may 

be processed completely, with results transmitted to the headquarters of the 

operation. Alternatively, some applications involve transmission of gone or 

all of the results back to the units which originate the input data.

’Weatin/house plans to supplement the teletype system by separate 

high-speed data transmission links in those cases where the volume of data 

to be transmitted justifies such links, but as yet no such application he* 

been definitely scheduled.

It is the firm's philosophy in these remote processing applications 

to use the fale-Computer Center and the associated c ommin1cations system as 

a data-gadieting facility to supplement existing divisional computer installa

tions.

As previously indicated, the Tele-Computer Center has combined into 

one facility a number e£ headquarters and corporate data processing activities 

previously performed at several different locations, including a Univac I
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installation which has been discontinued. Among these are corporate-level 

accounting applications, maintenance of stockholder records, the processing 

of sales statistics, am! others,

Beginning in January, 1964, the company replaced with teletype the 

previous gathering by mail of month-end financial results. A real-time 

program audits and verifies the reports from the profit centers, generating 

teletyped acknowledgments or requests for correctloss as required. The 

assembly and consolidâtion of these results into group and corporate state

ments is performed by the computer after all operations have reported. Ibis 

program took Westinghouse a long w y  toward its goal of providing a new order 

of speed in the presentation of vital financial Information to top management 

after the closing of the books each month.

r’p to this point the applications described are among those already 

installed or definitely planned for the Tele-Computer Center. A number of 

others are under consideration. The problem has been primarily that of 

selecting the ones which will have the most favorable long-range Impact on 

the operations of the corporation. Ho attempt has been made to point out 

how the various applications described supplement and complement each other, 

but there are many relationships among them. The company is attempting to 

take advantage of these relationships and to continue to work toward a maxi

mum utilisation of the information flow among units, integrating this with 

the production of decision-making information for division and Headquarters 

managements. Therefore, in selecting among many potential future applica

tions, it is favoring those that contribute most to this objective.



CASE STUDY V

MAÂTIlï-HARimA COBPO RAT TOM21

The Metietto-Hsrietta Corporation’s Aerospace Division is comprised of 

the persooael and facilities of the former Martin Company which consolidated 

vïith Asserican-Marietta Company in 1961* The division’a operations and pro

ducts were changed little by the move. Originally an aircraft manufacturer, 

Martin foresaw the coming topertance of space as long age ns World War II.

Tlie company produced its last airplane in 1959 after becoming deeply entrenched 

i\\ this nation’® missile and space effort. The Aerospace Division now devotes 

ell its energies to missiles» space vd;teles, space exploration, electronics 

and nucleonics.

During the past decade, the division has grown fro® a single plant 

near Baltimore, Maryland, to an industrial complex with operating divisions 

in Baltimore, in Denver, Colorado, and Orlando and Cocoa Beach, Florida. 

Representatives are located in most major United States cities and many 

foreign countries.

The demands such a highly technical, diversified and scattered in

dustry piece on its management are many. Martixi-Karietta’s Aerospace Divi

sion has developed and implemented a uniform integrated data processing 

system which gives management up to the minute, comparable information on 

all operating divisions. Thus, through an integrated, data processing

21 ’Martin-Marietta Corporation; Centralized Operation» Control," 
IS S â L Jk i& S S & L (Detroit; American Data Processing, Inc.» 1962), pp, 148-160.
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system, top management is provided with the tools necessary for measuring 

performance and for reaching overall decisions on the future goals of the 

Aerospace Division.

The first step toward major use of data processing equipment was 

taken in 19A2 when electric accounting machines were installed by the 

finance départaient. Since the primary application of this equipment was 

financial in nature, the finance department for many years retained control 

of the company’s electric and later electronic calculating machines. Addi

tional equipment to control elements of production, engineering release and 

personnel w s  added in 1945, still under control c l the finance department.

In 1949, the engineering department began extensive use of analog 

equipment for scientific calculations, but not until 1951 did the depart

ment take advantage of service® offered by digital equipment made available 

by the finance department. A computing section separate from finance and 

other business type calculating was established by engineering in 1953.

By this time, the former Martin Company rapidly was becoming one 

of the country’s major missile manufacturers and vas taking part in some 

of the initial steps by the military services toward space exploration.

The MATADOR, forerunner of a series of Air Force tactical missiles, vas in 

production. The VZKIUG high altitude research rocket built by the company 

already had made some major contributions toward better understanding of 

the upper atmosphere in Msrvy supported flight tests over Uav Mexico. The 

need these ant! other program» created for more sophisticated equipment 

resulted in installation of electronic data processing equipment for engi

neering use in 1955. Since then, the engineering department has kept 

abreast of the advances made in the field of data processing anti currently



uses IBM 7090 equipment for all calculations, with analog equipment for 

special applications such as space flight Simulators.

Business data processing took on new importance in 1955. A new 

division of the company was being established in Denver to build the Air 

Force TITAN ICBd, a separate nuclear division was opened in Baltimore to 

place the company in position to build reactors and nuclear generators for 

use by the military services and electronics was achieving new importance 

at Baltimore as its application became necessary to all company products. 

Management needed increasingly greater controls over operations of the 

company to be able to make intelligent policy decisions. Electronic data 

processing equipment was installed primarily for finance, material inven

tory and production control. A separate service organisation wes estab

lished in 1956 to handle all business data processing for the company.
Inventory management, logistic support, production control and 

finance computations were applied to the equipment. In addition to Denver, 

new company divisions were established in Orlando and Cocoa Beach, Florida, 

near Cape Kennedy, and an Electronics Systems and Product Development Divi

sion and a Research Institute for Advanced Study were opened by the company 

in Baltimore.

To adequately serve the expanded operations, data processing centers 

were set up in Denver and Orlando in addition to Baltimore. Each of the 

centers operated more or less independently In choice of methods and equip

ment. The company now was producing the BULLPOP, MACE, LACROSSE, and T i m  

missiles # the MISSILE MASTER, and electronic air defense missile control 

system, and SNAP auxiliary nuclear power units. Such missiles as the 

PERSUING and many other programs including extensive study of man1a part 

in space exploration had begun or were just ahead.

35
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..âiiagccsci)t felt the need for isora basic information about company 

operations » information in great depth which would make possible intelligent 

decisions on future expansion. Difficult questions about the company could 

not be answered because of the decentralized nature of the organisation, a 

result of rapid expansion. Management could act determine without consider

able guesswork whether it would be best to expand one or mere of the existing 

facilities or create a new division if expansion appeared necessary; which 

of the existing plants could be most efficiently enlarged ; whether materials 

and accumulated s’tills within the divisions could be considered expandable 

or perhaps temporarily interchangeable.

Aerospace Division President W. B. Bergen in August, I960, issued 

a directive creating an administrative staff headed by a vice president 

for administration, this group is charged with responsibility for division 

organization and the Initiation, coordination, publication and audit sur

veillance of all systems, procedures and reporting techniques in areas of 

internal administration.

Data processing was seen as the m m t efficient tool for realizing 

centralized control of internal operations at all company operating divisions. 

However, standardization of equipment and integration of systems and language 

at each of the Aerospace computing centers was necessary before complete ad

ministrative centralization would be possible. The first step was installa

tion in X % 1  of ISM 7070 and 1401 machines in Denver, Orlando and Baltimore 

canters. Development of integrated data systems then was initiated for uni

form application by the various divisions to increase speed, accuracy and 

economy of processing and maintaining management information. Te a m  of 

experts were organized representing each of the three centers and charged 

with complete development of one system such as inventory control. The
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individual team thoroughly analyzes a major system and with participation of 

operating personnel, designs the best possible system. Once established by 

the team, the system is subject to further review both by representatives of 

divisions who will use the system and by the Aerospace Division staff. The 

goal of the program is to produce data processing systems compatible with 

each of the divisions and providing required information for use by top 

Aerospace Division management in making overall decisions.

A basj.c flow chart was drawn setting down the major systems-»-*equire- 

cents, manufacturing planning and tool control, parts control, material inven

tory, manufacturing and test, shipping and logistic support»— needed to place 

all aspects of production, from sale of the product to delivery to the cus

tomer under an integrated control system. Each of the major systems was 

designed to satisfy management objectives and needs while making use of the 

most efficient combination of manual and mechanized methods. Data in the 

systems ultimately will reflect financial as well as engineering and other 

company activities, with a minimum of duplicated effort in record keeping, 

data processing and reporting.

Certain guidelines and goals were established for the teams preparing 

the major systems:

l. Original data should be recorded in mechanical form at the point 

of origin.

? .. Subsequent processing of this data should be performed mechan

ically without manual recording.

3. Original data in mechanical form and that generated by mechanical 

processing is to be re-used whenever required.

A. Data transmitted from one major system to another is to be only 

that which is necessary for the second system to operate.
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5. Advance sophistication# and other unnecessary additions which 

might delay implementation of a system or even cause it to fail 

were te he eliminated.

The integrated system (see Exhibit 1) begins with advance engineering 

data, drawings and part® lists which constitute input to contract requirements, 

the first of the major individual system. Fro© requirements, information 

flows through scheduling to the parts control system to develop orders either 

to make parts within the company or to buy them fro© outside suppliers, and 

to the manufacturing plan and tool control system, which has been combined 

with parts control, to develop standard manufacturing data and process plans, 

and tool control data. Scheduled buy requirements then flow to the material 

inventory system to initiate procurement action if necessary and to maintain 

material management records. The first half of the production cycle then is 

completed.

The necessary information generated by these systems, including 

engineering, is then transmitted to manufacturing and test which must meet 

the contract requirements under the circumstances established by manufactur

ing planning and tool control and with the parts and material made through 

the parts control system and material inventory. Shipping control, supperted 

by information supplied by logistic, support contract delivery requirements 

system, controls final transmittal of the product to the customer and later 

support of the product in operation, such as with spare parts.

Inputs to the requirements system include schedule data, cost data, 

contract data, and make or buy data (whether an item will be made in the 

plant or purchased from a vendor). These inputs generally are decided in 

advance as part of the contract negotiation with the customer. In addition, 

the system receives design change notices, parts lists, and drawings generated



SYSTEMS INTEGRATION FLOW CHART 
(Exhibit 1)
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by engineering. Seeds for spares or special kits to be furnished with the 

final product are supplied to the system from logistic support. Miscella

neous requirements including tests and tools also ara inputs to the system.

During the course of manufacture, manufacturing change data becomes 

an input to the system and must be compatible with drawing data issued by 

engineering. The data is used to generate a master parts list file in 

assembly sequence and a master parts requirement file in part number se

quence. These master files are used to generate the various output require

ments of the system including parte requirements, parts usage and cffectivity 

data, material ordering requirements (active until the parte control system 

takes over), group assembly parts lists, manufacturing assembly parte list, 

and drawings tilth associated parts lists. The system supplies inputs to the 

manufacturing control system and logistic support system.

The manufacturing control system encompasses both manufacturing 

planning and tool control and parts control, because of their Interrelated 

nature, even though both are broken out on the overall systems integration 

chart. Eventually, separate system plans will be drawn.

Inputs to the manufacturing planning end tool control system 

include drawings and parte lists for components of the end product to be 

made in the plant, schedule data, cost data, advance tool information, 

shipping requirements and tool completion data. The information is used to 

generate a master process plan file showing tool availability, and a master 

tool record indicating necessary time needed on each machine, the term 

"tools ’ covering all items used in manufacture. Outputs of the system 

include manufacturing process plane, tool orders and tool breakdown, pack

ing instructions, assembly manufacturing, plans and certification logs, snd
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the master process plan file used in the parts control system to assist

in creating shop orders.

In the parts control phase, inputs include schedule data, cost data, 

advance parts information, parts requirements, manufacturing plan and tool 

availability status, tool order and tool breakdown, assembly manufacturing 

plan and certification logs, material approval data notices of material 

availability, and physical material necessary to make the product:. The data 

are used to generate and maintain a master part requirement and inventory 

file, and a manufacturing activity and load file, plus shop orders for acti

vating manufacturing on parts production. Outputs of the system include 

tool completion data, material requirements requests for material approval, 

material withdrawal requisitions for obtaining material for manufacturing, 

and transmittal of the product to shipping control.

Tlie material inventory control system includes all of the activities 

Involved in procurement and control of all direct and indirect materials 

procured for stock. Direct materials are those specified by engineering, 

but m y  be needed to support the contract. Accounting functions associated 

with the system will be incorporated into a combined material control and 

financial record. Hie system also includes government furnished equipment. 

Outputs from the system include purchase requests for all inventory materials, 

buyers notices, notices of impending shortages, supply item status, material 

budgets, enssnitaents and a listing o f transacttons affecting Inventory balance.

The logistic support system encompasses parts listings, supply item 

selection and supply item status, for support of the finished product in the 

customer’s hands through supply of information and direction manuals, parts 

end equipments, materials, end status end accountability of these items.
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/he shipping control system is the final checkpoint between the com» 

pany and the customer. All contract delivery, including the end item, manuals, 

reports, spares and other equipment is included. Shipment of any items to 

other company divisions, vendors, subcontractors or any other destination, as 

wall as to the customer, is included in the system control. The two pria» 

cipal sections of shipping control are contract delivery control and shipping. 

Contract delivery control contains the master record and maintains status of 

all contract requirements. The shipping portion of the system ia concerned 

with the documentation and actual shipment of the items, with control over 

document writing, the preehipptng stores area quality control, preservation 

and packing, and loading. Inputs to the system include contract requirements, 

supply item authorisations, miscellaneous requirements, preservation and pack

ing instructions, shipping instructions, shipping lists for disassembly, 

purchase orders, and receiving documents. Included in the shipping control 

system where applicable are inventories controlled by the company, such as

support depots maintained by the contractor for the customer at operational 

sites.

The seven major systems operate on all requirements released by 

engineering. General input to the system includes schedules, contract 

information, coat data, asks or buy data, advance material requirements, 

drawing and parts data, spares requirements, pricing information, approval 

by the customer of purchases, end government furnished equipment require

ments. Information other than that directly related to the product can bs 

processed within Che system only as long as system development is not delayed 

or the system integrity impaired. Output of the system includes operating 

reports, management information reports, illustrated parts breakdown and 

provisioning parts breakdown, and delinquency reports when necessary for



the customer. Additional outputs for labor and material coats are inte

grated with product cost and payroll. Each system is required to produce 

labor and material cost.

Information feeds beck through the cycle as veil as forward. Thus, 

as engineering supplies the necessary requirements, it also receives reports 

on usage and effeetlvity. Manufacturing change data flows back to require

ments so that necessary change* can be made throughout the program. Finance 

and quality control have an overall effect on all aspects of the integrated 

system because of the vital part they play in the success of an individual 

program. They include such information as work authorizations, Mi l e  of 

material, performance controls, payroll, labor distribution, accounts pay

able and receivable which m a t  be worked into each major system.

As the major systems w r e  developed and reached final fora, they 

were adopted at each of the computing centers. The effect was to tie each 

division to the other by uniform integration of data processing. The system 

provide* a network of control over all company operation®--whether in Denver, 

Baltimore or Orlando-— which can be interpreted on a top Aerospace management 

level in a far more comprehensive, accurate and current manner than was 

possible in the past.

Many of the advantages of such a program ere obvious. Interchange 

of work and procedure* betwen centers Is now possible. All three centers 

are linked with transmission equipment so that overloads at one center 

could be transmitted to another which Is not so busy, the output returned 

by transmission, and the results available et the initial division with much 

greater speed than ever before possible.

The common Aerospace Division computer language eliminates duplica

tion of recording source Input data by re-using information. In many



instance*, the operating divisions support each other with manufacturing 

or engineerteg effort. For example, parts for both the BtfLLFU? built at 

Orlando and the U T A H  built at Beaver are produced by the Space Systems 

Division in Baltimore, the Electronic Systems sad Products Division pro

vides support in its field for all divisions, although both Denver and 

Orlando have extensive electronics production facilities.

In the past, an order generated in Orlando would have been proc

essed at the data center these and transmitted to Baltimore for fulfill

ment. But at Baltimore, different computer language made necessary re

recording of the identical informe ion so that it could be processed by 

the computers and the necessary action taken within the operating divi

sion. Integrated data processing provides a direct link between the two 

centers, providing basic records in high speed form which can be read by 

personnel at both centers or processed by data processing equipment with

out any basic changes in format or language.

By making team composed of representative* fro® each center 

responsible for the new system., the best of existing systems were com

bined, accelerating development of the new system and producing a better 

end result than had been used in any of the centers in the past. The 

experience of many persons familiar with Aerospace Division requirements 

and policy also were combined to prepare both the. new major systems and 

Co suggest changes as the systems were put to use at the three centers. 

These same persons also will be available fur employment at any of the 

three centers with a minimum of training, since one center will be as 

identical to the next as possible. Hie personnel at each center will 

have understanding of all systems in use at Denver, Baltimore or Orlando 

centers.



Similarly, a program to standardize engineering computations carried 

•out et the three contera has been Initiated. Because of the very nature of 

engineering computation, which encompasses many varied problem depending 

upon project and Individual, standardization will not be possible to the 

anise extent a# in business cossputntions. However, many problem and imch 

o£ the language used in engineering data processing are similar and at times 

identical, so a fair degree of standardization is possible.

Computation of the effects of wind shears or cross winds over O p e  

Kennedy an the flight and structure of a U T A H  ICSM are not the game as 

for the Army’s P8SM I M S  tactical missile, which is built at Orlando, but 

the computations are similar. The use of a common language ’wherever possi

ble, and the interchange of ideas and problems among personnel responsible 

for engineering computation at the three centers, will make possible a fair 

degree of standardization. Thus, joint meetings of these people and visits 

between the centers have been encouraged by top Aerospace engineering manage

ment and exchange of work sad ideas has become possible.

Additional steps undertaken by management to achieve standardization 

in engineering computation include:

1. Standardization of equipment at the three centers so that 

exchange work will be mechanically possible. All of the 

centers are using IBii 7090 equipment new, which ere com

patible even though some detail difference# still exist.

2. Language and programing methods used at the centers else? 

are slightly different. The elimination of differences in 

these methods where feasible will be a major step in the 

direction of integration.
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3 . Assignment o£ programmers» for engineering computation at each 

center, trained in as similar manner «a possible end using the 

same 'methods and tools is the next step toward integration. 

Management already has taken this approach to the problem to 

secure programmers at each center who will, by training and 

background, naturally take a similar method toward the solu

tion of similar questions. To aid them, program abstracts 

devised at the three center® have been collected and made 

available to programmer* and engineers.

4. Steps also have been token to develop a library of standard 

program*, so that the programmer will be able to draw on 

past experience and will not have to devise 8 new approach 

to each problem,

In each case, the company and other prime suppliers of parts for 

the missiles are linked In an .intricate network with the various M r  Force 

material areas and the actual bases where the missile* are stationed. The 

system provides the M r  Fore* with current in forme ion on inventory, loca

tion of spare* and needs of the installations. Various changes In status 

of parts are transmitted over a combination teletype-punched card coramunica- 

tions system which links the installation, the responsible Air Force pro

curement agency end the contractor together.

Crude as this system might be when compared with electronic data 

processing links now possible, the program nevertheless represents a bold 

step forward and a tremndou# advance over military service procurement of 

only a few years ago, which was primarily dependent upon manual accounting, 

flic system almost surely will be extended in the future so that computers 

at all participating offices can -automatically order a part, provide for
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shipping or initiate other action at all levels of both customer and con

tractor. As weapon systems become saore complicated and thus need many more 

parts, an integrated, coeputer-ccntrolled program linking both the producer 

and purchaser becomes increasingly important.

Aerospace Division management completed its integrated program in 

1564. file division can claim a truly integrated data processing system, 

linking all aspects o£ company business mid all plants and offices through 

direct transmission, identical computer machinery and identical programs. 

1310 division, despite its diversified operations, has readily available the 

vital information needed t o r coordinated management action.

liar t in-Katie tea*® Aerospace Division believes an integrated date 

processing system is essential to future growth of the division. The com

puter will become an Integral managerial tool» while performing the basic 

business and scientific computations comtes to its application by most of 

industry. Aerospace, which la one cf the first companies to undertake total 

integration on ouch a large scale, believes the program also will become an 

essential prerequisite in future contractor-customer relation within the 

defense Industry.



TV. TOTAL SYSTEM ANTAGONIST

It is only natural that when a net? idea is presentc-l or a different 

approach is taken to a problem, there always appears a negative viewpoint. 

This la good and is as it should be. Where the adversaries pick at weak

nesses, the planners know where fee- put forth renewed effort. The discus

sions make n e w  which broadcast the seeds of the idea throughout the sphere 

of influence, and interested parties can fora their cum opinions, try their 

m m  experiments and then Join in the discussions. If the idea or approach 

has great potential, the opposition disappears, fades to a low level, or 

accepts Firfa of the new and continues to argue over certain features which 

retain controversial. Such has been the development of the computer in the 

business world.

The first computers were piece-meal constructed, extremely expensive, 

limited in their capabilities and looked on as a freak of the research lab

oratories by today*s largest users and manufacturers. It is reported that 

Thomas J. Watson, Sr., the founder ant' dynamic fores behind IBM, initially 

prevented the company from entering the electronic computer business. Ill 

has since installed more than three-fourths of the computers in the world—  

an estimated 13,000 to 14,000— or more titan ten times the tally of ita 

nearest competitor.2?

One of the loudest voices heard against the use of computers as

a management tool has been that of John Dcardun, Associate Professor of

22georg© Sehussel, "IBM vs, Umarand," Datamation. XI, Ho. 5 
(Hay, 1%5), p. 54.
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Business Administration, Harvard Business School. He has m i t t e n  two note

worthy articles in the Harvard Business Review.23 Both articles tend to 

point out all of the negative Attributes of a total management information 

system. They even occasionally paint ont specific areas where the computer 

is being utilised w r y  effectively. What Hr. Beardon fails to mention is 

to what extent he believes the computers should be. used. His papers taeko 

it clear that he believes the computer can not be used to make crucial 

dynamic management decisions. In all of the research for this paper, only 

a few definitions were found that described a total management system as si l 

things to all people. The overwhelming majority of articles refer to a 

total management computer system as a management tool. Hr. Bearden has 

tallied xthat the majority of system people believe the computer can tacks 

dynamic decisions and will replace management. This is not substantiated 

by fact.

Hr. Beardoa in his article, "Can Management Information be Automated 

very effectively classifies the management's functions Into strategic planning, 

management control, and operational control. He then describes the Informa

tion processing characteristics that can best be served by a computer. At 

this point he proposes to analyse the potential of computers to improve the 

information required to discharge each of the three types of management 

functions. Instead, Mr. Beardon analyzes the ability of the computer 

information system to perform the management functions, the computer can 

analyze the data and provide statistical summaries, trends and correlations 

in terra of needed information. The problem is to decide on the information

2 John Bearden, ’’Can Management Information Be Automated,“ Harvard 
Baatacss review, XLII, Ito. 2 (March-April, 1964), pp. 128-135.

John Deardon, f,How to Organise Information Systems,** Ibid., XLIII,
Ho. 2 (March-April, 1965), pp. 65-73.
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th.nt is needed for management control and strategie planning. A computer 

can not make this decision for us. System analysis and management mast 

ascertain what onewers are required and make sure the raw data required 

for processing Is included In Che data base. Many complex Interacting vati— 

ablas are relevant to the planning process; and If the needed Information 

w r e  available in a readily usable form, It would be need; ami gradually 

the reliability of the decision-making process would be Improved. Mr. 

Bearden implies that management should watt until researchers perfect 

the use off computers for high-level management functions. The case studies 

indicate that acme management» do not agree with this hypothesis. It will 

be short lived management tenure tot those who let their competitors perfect 
such a powerful management tool for them.

Rarely, if ever, is it possible to quantify all aspects of a 

strategic plan. Because of its future orientation. It is an area in 

which uncertainty is characteristic, so that qualitative considerations 

and judgment will hove to be important features of the decision process. 
Recognizing this, at>#t of the people Who have been developing analytical 

tools for the problem of choosing between alternatives have reached the 

conclusion that neither computers nor models can make a dynamic decision. 

Instead, the analytical process singly serves to better illuminate the 

problems with which the decision-maker east deal. Assistant Secretary 

of Defense (Comptroller), Charles J. Hitch, put it very w  11 in a Wovenber, 

1962, address to the Operations Seeeareh Society of America:

The management Innovations I h a w  described are management "tools"’ 
not "solutions. ' They ere not substitutes for the collective military 
wisdom and experience of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, or the administra- 
tive and organisational skills of the military services, or for the 
technical knowledge and judgment of our scientists and engineers, or 
the professional know-how and leadership of our commandera in the field.
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Analytical processes are impartant in mansgeetent decision making» 

and lit this, the computer becomes s very powerful tool Ear the reasons the 

Mr. Deardon so ably identifies in the conclus ion of bis articles. It Is 

easy to understand his strong negative reaction to articles which imply 

that a large computer in the board room soon will provide ell of top 

management*® needs or even replace top management itself. However, reason

able possibilities do exist for at least limited Automation of information 

for purposes of management planning and control. The processing of data 

with computers by many large firm as pointed out in the case studies 

attests to this use.

In Hr. Decrdon's second article, "How to Organise Information 

Systems»11 written one year later than the previous article, there appears 

to be a alight change in his thinking. Both articles see no possibilities

of achieving a total management Information system; however, the first can 

see no possible use except foe operating management while the second states 

that it is vital to provide a system to supply adequate management informa

tion. He still limits the scope of the system» believing that it is im

possible to have all of the informâtion relevant to the management of a 

particular company stored in one place; continuously updated, or immediately 

available. His limitation» are based en the short comings of the equipment 

and techniques. The equipment short comings he reports to be the expense 

of storing date for computer access. The cost of storing data today is 

but a small percentage of what it was two years ago. Within the last year » 

computer manufacturers have announced equipment that will permit as many 

as 300 individual people to utilise a system at the same time.^* It would

2/#,,0.g. Announces Time Sharing System," Business Automation. XIII, 
Ho. 2 (February, 1966), p. 58. ...........  " "
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appear that these two innovations will negate part of Hr. Beardon1s 

hypothesis.

Except for a very few total system objectors like Mr. Dcardoa, 

uho objects to the concept of a total system approach, the majority of 

criticism is directed toward a coostractive approach. They suggest that: 

the manufacturers supply greater software support, lower priced data stor- 

age and sore flexible equipment; the system analysts should be more con

servative In their claims of system performance and better evaluate the 

system goals, A typical statement would be:

Competition, economics and future company plans can tasks it
difficult to foresee this Interaction between different business 
variables and establish boundaries within which everything is normal.
In many instances one must be aware of fluctuations in one area and 
Its effects on other areas not considered exceptions. Therefore it 
seems that management should be able to select the information necessary 
to sake a decision and not have to rely on a program with built-in 
degrees of stupidity,-25

Thera is no doubt that scam system analysts over look the human 

elements and tend to treat the entire subject o£ a total m&R&gemsrsi in

formation system as one of mathematical evaluation. Data processing 

people tend to become so convinced in the technology and techniques of 

this revolution that they forget their basic function— to help manage

ment manage. They must tales a broader approach and balance their know

how with know-why.

25ma  User Speaks," Sc;tamattotn X, Sc. 1 (January, 1964), p. 25.



V. CONCLUSION

The total management Information system described is difficult for 

many to comprehend as a workable system. The immensity of a project that 

incorporates all of the functions of a firm in one operating system taxes 

the imagination of corporate planners. This awe is not without foundation; 

there is very little guidance and precedence for the total system approach 

that extends beyond the last few years. Many man-years of effort must be 

expended to collect information, analyse and define relationships, create 

functional models for the particular firm’s applications and create the 

data base required for an operating system. The effort and money required 

to create a total management information system coupled with the dynamic 

nature of the business world has contributed to the slow development of a 

total system. However, research has continued to the point where the more 

progressive firms are implementing to some varying degree a total system 

concept.

The practical approach to this problem appears to be incremental 

implementation. The functional areas of a firm are readily served efficient

l y  and at a reduced operating cost by data processing. 'Hits application 

creates the bulk of the data base required for a total management information 

system, decent equipment improvements and generalized information retreival 

program systems have made the data base easily accessible to corporate manage

ment.

What remains to ba done is the tying together of these functional 

area® via a management system. The management system need not be all
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encompassing at one time; an incremental approach here is also practical. 

Planning must be done to give the project overall direction. Incremental 

development of models tc solve separate operating problems is being done 

very successfully. Trade magazines are continually reporting on successful 

models that have solved marketing, production, inventory, economic and finan

cial problems. Advanced concepts of the total management information system 

are operational. The case studies describe operating systems that the com

panies claim have made significant improvement in their operations. There 

are also indications that these same companies expect to improve these 

systems still further. Development toward the integration of all data 

processing into a total management information system is s must for firsts 

that hope to be competitive in tomorrow's marketplace.
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